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By Glenn LaFaye

A method of evaluating undersized wide receivers entering
the NFL draft - Part 1
The NFL draft makes and breaks many teams and is widely considered the most important day of the year
for teams as a whole. The future of a franchise and tens of millions of dollars hang in the balance with
each draft day decision.The braintrust of each organization spends countless man hours and devotes all of
their resources to evaluating each position relative to the hierarchy of team needs. One such area is the
evaluation of the wide receiver position including attributes such as physical skill, football IQ, and mental
toughness. Can he catch, can he catch under pressure, can he be trusted, can he make people miss, does he
have game speed, does he have the focus and discipline needed to thrive at the highest level? Is he tough
enough for the NFL?
There are a lot of questions and some of them can not be answered by watching a wide receiver play the
position in college. Running a post in college and catching a touchdown when you are open by 10 yards is
not the norm in the NFL. In the NFL everyone is fast, you catch the ball and you get hit.
The speed of the NFL will create more pressure. Will the young man be able to handle it?
The NFL team interview is a rigorous undertaking designed to dive deep into the player’s psyche. The
goal is to paint as accurate a portrait as possible and compare it to the perfect player avatar. In today’s
NFL an incoming rookie must pass the grade of everything from background tests to the Wonderlic
Exam. Even with all this in place busts still happen at all positions including wide receiver. The draft
prospect’s college coach can be a great source of information, but they are reticent to provide negative

information in the absence of glaring red flags. They are more likely to elaborate upon player statistics
and highlights that can easily be found on the prospect’s game film.
So how do we peer into the coaches mind and know what he really feels about his wide receiver and
answer these important questions which are essential for a receiver to thrive in the NFL?
Does the coach think he has game speed and/or quickness?
Does the coach think he has reliable hands?
Does the coach think he has reliable hands when he is going to get hit in traffic?
Does the coach think he’s tough?
Is he durable?
Does he trust him in high pressure situations when the game is on the line?
Does the coach feel the receiver is good at adjusting to passes?
Does the coach feel he has disciple and focus?
Does the coach think he is a playmaker under pressure?
Is he a good route runner?
Is he easily coachable?

In poker there are things called “tells” that can give you insight to what someone is thinking about in a
situation.

A t ell in p
 oker is a change in a player's behavior or demeanor that is claimed by some
to give clues to that player's assessment of their hand. A player gains an advantage if
they observe and understand the meaning of another player's tell, particularly if the tell
is unconscious and reliable.
The “tell” of the coach (the poker player) with regard to how he really feels about the
player (his poker hand) comes from the observation of how that player is used by the
coach...
If the coach is the “poker player” and the wide receiver is the “poker hand” how can we get a tell on the
coaches assessment of his hand?
The closest thing in college football to the pressure and speed of being an NFL wide receiver is without a
doubt a punt return. Every punt return is a high pressure situation. Punts are almost always caught in your
own territory and a muffed punt is usually a significant point in any close game. It is also an opportunity
for a coach to get the ball in the hands of the player he feels is his most reliable and best playmaker. Who
the coach decides to put back there says a lot and who the coach decides not to put on punt returns
says even more. The coach will often ask himself these questions when choosing a punt returner

Is he a playmaker?
Does he have game speed and elite quickness?
Does he have reliable hands when he is going to get hit in traffic?
Is he tough and not afraid to catch ball in traffic?
Is he durable?
Does he trust him in high pressure situations when the game is on the line?
Does the coach feel the receiver is good at adjusting to the ball?
Does the coach feel he has disciple and focus?
Is he coachable?
As you can see many of these questions overlap with the the qualities needed to thrive at wide receiver in
the NFL.
How can we take this overlap of information and use it to have a “tell” on how the coach thinks about the
wide receiver in question? First we have to eliminate wide receivers who might not return punts for other
reasons that are not viewed as a negative. Certainly a receiver who is 6’3 or 6’5 might possess all those
traits except elite quickness but that should not be viewed as a red flag whether he can make it in the
NFL. Players with size can get by without needing the quickness that a receiver at say 6’1 or 5’10 will
need to thrive at the next level. Understanding that I have decided to use 6’1 as the split. Players 6’1 and
under will go in one group and 6’2 and over in the other.

The 6’1 and under group will need to have returned at least 7 punts in college for them to receive a
positive and what we call the “draft pool”
For players 6’2 they will have had to return 4 punts or more for it to be considered a positive however it
will not be viewed as a negative if they have not returned punts.
For players 6’1 and under who have not returned the required punts will be considered undraftable and
placed on the excluded list.

Hypothesis: A wide receiver 6’1 or shorter who does not return punts for his college team is believed
by the coach to be lacking in at least one of the essential traits needed to thrive in the NFL.
Exception: The existence of a second elite superstar on the college team.
Beliefs:
1. To be draftable, a wide receiver 6’1 or shorter should be viewed by their coach as the top
playmaker on the team or the top playmaker must be a top NFL prospect.
2. Catch % rates of receivers 6’1 and under WITHOUT punt return experience in college will be
lower on average in the NFL than players under 6’1 with punt experience.
Proof:
Draft analysis beginning in 2017 and working backwards to 2010.

Criteria
1. Receivers 6’1 or shorter with less than 7 punt returns in college = Strong Negative. Excluded
from the draft pool.
2. Receivers taller than 6’2 who returned 4 or more punts = Strong Positive.
3. Receivers 6’2 and over who did not return punts should be evaluated solely on a teams normal
evaluation process for wide receivers.

The amount of punts was chosen to take out situations where a player might have been back there for 1
game and then never put back there again. If a coach has confidence to have a player back there 7 times
he should feel he has the traits mentioned. If a player 6’2 and over is back there even just 4 times it is
more than likely for more than one game and he has the traits mentioned and for a big man it is a positive.
Indicators :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Round chosen
Pick Chosen
Team
Player
H for Height - Up arrow for players 6’2+ &  Down arrow for players 6’1 and under
P for punt returner Green Star = Reached required punt returns for height group.
Position
Age when drafted
College
Years in College
Contract value
Signing bonus
Cap Hit

Below each chart we will group the 6’1 and under players in the draft pool column or the excluded and
the taller players(up arrows) will be grouped into positive or neutral but will still be in the draft pool.

2017 Wide Receivers first 3 rounds

Receivers 6’1 and Shorter


Draft Pool 

Excluded


Chad Williams

John Ross

Juju Schuster*

Taywan Taylor
ArDarius Stewart
Carlos Henderson
Chris Goodwin

Receivers 6’2 and Taller

Positive
Cooper Kupp

Neutral
Corey Davis

Mike Williams
Zay Jones
Kenny Golladay

Total signing bonuses of the five “6’1 and under” excluded players was $13,960,384 for
an average of $2,792,076 per player.
*JuJu Schuster is listed on the Draft Pool list even though he is listed at 6’1 and did not
return the required punts in college. The punt returner for USC was Adoree Jackson who
was considered a star special teams player and drafted in the NFL for his return ability.

2016 Wide Receivers first 3 rounds

Receivers 6’1 and Shorter

Draft Pool
Sterling Shepard

Excluded
Corey Coleman
Will Fuller
Laquon Treadwell
Leonte Carroo

Receivers 6’2 and Taller

Positive

Tyler Boyd

Neutral
Michael Thomas
Josh Doctson
Braxton Miller
Leonte Carroo

Total signing bonuses of the four “6’1 and under” excluded players was $14,866,337 for
an average of $3,716,584 per player.

With the exception of Will Fuller, 3 out of the 4 non-draft pool players have been clear
bust. Will Fuller has been productive but he has yet to catch either 50 passes in a season
or 700 yards and has missed 16 games over the last 3 years. Did he not return punts
because his coached questioned his durability?
*Notable-Tyreek Hill 5th round-Pick 165, wide receiver and punt returner in college.

2015 Wide Receivers first 3 rounds

Receivers 6’1 and Shorter

Draft Pool

Excluded

Nelson Agholor

Amari Cooper

Phillip Dorsett

Devin Smith

Tyler Lockett

Sammie Coates

Receivers 6’2 and Taller

Positive


None

Neutral
Kevin White
DeVante Parker

Breshad Perriman
Dorial Green-Beckham
Chris Conley
Jaelen Strong

Total signing bonuses of the three “6’1 and under” excluded players was $17,904,631 for
an average of $5,968,210.33 per player.
Notable- Undrafted Free agent Adam Humphries 5’11, Wide receiver and punt returner in
college,

2014 Wide Receivers first 3 rounds

Receivers 6’1 and Shorter

Draft Pool

Excluded

Odell Beckham Jr

Sammy Watkins

Brandin Cooks

Paul Richardson

Marqise Lee

Josh Huff

Jarvis Landry*
John Brown

Receivers 6’2 and Taller

Positive

Neutral



Jordan Matthews

Mike Evans
Kelvin Benjamin
Davante Adams
Cody Latimer
Allen Robinson
Donte Moncrief

Total signing bonuses for the three “6’1 and under” excluded players was $15,122,080 for
an average of $5,040,693
*Jarvis Landry is listed on the Draft Pool list even though he is listed at under 6’1 and did
not return the required punts in college. The punt returner for LSU was Odell Beckham Jr
who was considered a superstar special teams player and drafted in the NFL 12th overall
the same year as Landry.

2013 Wide Receivers first 3 rounds

Receivers 6’1 and Shorter

Draft Pool

Excluded

Tavon Austin

Marquise Goodwin

DeAndre Hopkins

Markus Wheaton

Robert Woods
Terrance Williams

Receivers 6’2 and Taller

Positive


Neutral

Cordarrelle Patterson

Marquise Goodwin

Keenan Allen

Markus Wheaton

Total signing bonuses for the two “6’1 and under” excluded players was $1,190,252 for
an average of $595,126
Notables- Undrafted free agent Adam Theilan 6’3 wide receiver and punt returner in
college.

2012 Wide Receivers first 3 rounds

Receivers 6’1 and Shorter

Draft Pool

Excluded

Kendall Wright

Justin Blackmon

Ryan Broyles

A.J. Jenkins

T.Y. Hilton

DeVier Posey

Receivers 6’2 and Taller

Positive
Mohamed Sanu

Neutral
Malcom Floyd
Brian Quick

Stephen Hill
Alshon Jeffery
Rueben Randle
T.J. Graham

Total signing bonuses for the three “6’1 and under” excluded players was $12,936,616 for
an average of $4,313,205.33

2011 Wide Receivers first 3 rounds

Receivers 6’1 and Shorter

Draft Pool

Excluded

Titus Young

Torrey Smith

Randall Cobb

Leonard Hankerson

Jerrel Jernigan

Vincent Brown

Receivers 6’2 and Taller

Positive
Julio Jones

Neutral
A.J. Green
Jonathan Baldwin
Austin Pettis
Greg Little

Total signing bonuses for the three “6’1 and under” excluded players was $2,157,340 for
an average of $719,113

2010 Wide Receivers first 3 rounds

Receivers 6’1 and Shorter

Draft Pool

Excluded

Golden Tate

Taylor Price

Damian Williams

Armanti Edwards

Emmanuel Sanders
Jordan Shipley
Andre Roberts

Receivers 6’2 and Taller

Positive

Neutral

Dez Bryant

Brandon LaFell

Arrelious Benn

Eric Decker
Demaryius Thomas

Total signing bonuses for the two “6’1 and under” excluded players was $1,418,440 for
an average of $709,220
Notable - 6th Round - Pick 195 Antonio Brown 5’10, Wide Receiver and Punt returner in
College.

6’1 and under excluded list for Wide Receivers drafted in
round 1-3 from 2017 through 2010

2017
John Ross
Taywan Taylor
ArDarius Stewart
Carlos Henderson
Chris Goodwin

2016
Corey Coleman
Will Fuller
Laquon Treadwell
Leonte Carroo

1000 YARD SEASONS

2015
Amari Cooper
Devin Smith
Sammie Coates
2014
Sammy Watkins
Paul Richardson
Josh Huff

3

1

2013
Marquise Goodwin
Markus Wheaton
2012
Justin Blackmon
A.J. Jenkins
DeVier Posey
2011
Torrey Smith
Leonard Hankerson
Vincent Brown

1

2010
Taylor Price
Armanti Edwards

The EXCLUDE list contains 25 players. 7 of those players were drafted in the first round.
14 of the 25 players were on 2018 NFL rosters. The group as a whole received
$79,556,080 just in signing bonuses. For an average signing bonus of $3,182,243. The
group has five years between them where a receiver has gained a 1000 yards with Amari
Cooper contributing 3 of them.

Below is the Draft Pool group for the 6’1 and under
receivers with the required punt return experience.

2017
Chad Williams
JuJu Schuster

1000 YARD SEASONS
1

2016
Sterling Shepard
2015
Nelson Agholor
Phillip Dorsett
Tyler Lockett
2014
Odell Beckham Jr
Brandin Cooks
Marqise Lee
Jarvis Landry*
John Brown
2013
Tavon Austin
DeAndre Hopkins
Robert Woods
Terrance Williams
2012
Kendall Wright
Ryan Broyles
T.Y. Hilton

2011
Titus Young
Randall Cobb
Jerrel Jernigan

4
4
2
1

4
1

1

1

2010
Golden Tate
Damian Williams
Emmanuel Sanders
Jordan Shipley
Andre Roberts

3
3

The Under 6’1 Draft Pool list consist of 26 players. 7 of those players were drafted in the
first round. 21 of the 26 players were on 2018 NFL rosters. The group as a whole received
$55,538,428 just in signing bonuses. For an average signing bonus of $2,136,093.38.The
group has twenty-Five 1000 yard seasons amongst them.

In Part 2 we will evaluate the 2019 Wide Receiver.

